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For example, in space conditions the REE must be resistant
to temperature changes, prolonged overloading, strong
vibrations, and humidity. Moreover, as the total radiation dose
is accumulated, it must be characterized by stability
of parameters and survivability after contact with heavy
charged particles [3]. For the uninterrupted operation
of the REE it is necessary to ensure a high level of reliability
at the design stage. To suppress conducted interference,
galvanic isolation devices [4] and electrical filters based
on lumped elements are used [5, 6]. These devices have a list
of disadvantages: low reaction time, low power dissipation
and parasitic parameters. Due to their disadvantages, these
filters are not able to provide the required level of protection
against an ultrashort pulse (USP) [7, 8]. Thus, it is relevant
to improve the reliability of REE through devices that operate
on the principle of modal filtering. Such devices include
microstrip modal filters (MF) [9], meander lines [10],
reflection symmetric MFs [11], etc. In addition, there are
microstrip MFs with a passive conductor in the cutout of the
reference plane [12, 13]. In [14], the results of the study
demonstrate that an increase in the quantity of passive
conductors in the MF allows a larger attenuation
of the interfering pulse. The study in [15] shows that a periodic
structure of the MF allows increasing the delay difference of
modes. Because of their design features, such devices meet the
requirements of the hardest operating conditions as they are
reliable, simple to build and have low weight. However, they
are not capable of suppressing interference in differential and
common modes. Traditionally, power circuits in electronic
equipment contain two power poles. Two types of interference,
the common mode and the differential mode, are propagate in
such circuits [16]. The level of such interference is regulated
by the standard EN 55022.
In addition to protection against USPs, it is necessary
to provide ESD protection [17]. For example, in [18]
it is shown that it is possible to attenuate the first ESD spike.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

N today's world it is hard to find a field that does not
involve electronics. The widespread use of radioelectronic
equipment (REE) makes it essential to ensure their safe use
as well as their consistent interaction with each other [1, 2].
Increased mounting density and rising operating frequencies
make the equipment more sensitive to electromagnetic
interference. In addition, specific operating conditions impose
higher requirements on the reliability of the devices used.
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In [19] they optimize the MF to attenuate ESD. There is a strip
structure that protects against USPs in differential
and common mode [20]. This structure was designed
to operate in common and differential modes for spacecraft
power circuits [21]. Because of the electromagnetic coupling
between conductors, such structure is able to operate
in common mode and differential mode simultaneously, which
cannot be provided by protective devices designed to work
in only one mode. The proposed MF has low values
of capacitance and inductance [9]. The use of such an MF
has no influence on the efficiency of the converter,
as can be seen from [22].
In addition there is a way to enhance the effect of modal
decomposition with MF cascading. It is necessary that
the electrical length of one MF cascade is at least twice
the electrical length of the other MF cascade [23]. In addition,
to provide the full assessment of this MF type, it is necessary
to perform simulations on the impact of several types
of a pulse. The purpose of this work is to investigate the effect
of MF cascade configurations on the attenuation coefficient
in differential and common modes under the influence
of a USP and ESD.
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(b)
Fig. 1 EMF waveforms of a trapezoidal USP (a) and an ESD (b).

with the amplitude of EMF for ЕS1 and ЕS2 had different
polarity. It should be noted that the EMF of the excitation
pulses in the differential mode is equal to half of the EMF
in the common mode. The resistance values of the generator
RS, load RL and resistors RM were also equal to each other
and equal 33.69 Ohm.
III. MF CONFIGURATIONS
To investigate the effect of MF cascade configurations
on the attenuation coefficient in differential and common
modes, under the excitation of two types of a USP, we will use
the equivalent diagrams of the MFs in general form shown
in Fig. 2.
МF1

II. SIMULATION APPROACHES
ES1

Investigating the effect of the cascade configurations
of the multiconductor MF in differential and common mode
operation involves the calculation of time response signal
waveforms in the TALGAT 2019 software [24] through
a quasi-static approach based on the method of moments [25].
The simulation results obtained with the TALGAT software
are in well correlation with simulations in other software
products and with experimental investigations [26-28].
It was assumed that only the T-wave propagates in the
structures of the MF under investigation. In the simulation,
first of all, a cross-section of the MF structures was built.
After that, the matrices of primary parameters L and C
were calculated. Then, the matrices of secondary parameters
Z and τ were calculated. Next, equivalent circuits were drawn,
and the resistance values RS, RL, RM, and input excitations
were assigned. Finally, the responses to the excitation were
calculated. Two types of a pulse were used for the simulation.
A trapezoidal USP with front, fall, and flat top durations
of 100 ps each is shown in (Fig. 1a), and an ESD pulse that
has a shape and current amplitude close to the third severity
level according to IEC 61000-4-2 – in Fig. 1b.
To simulate the common mode, the electromotive force
(EMF) ЕS1 and ЕS2 were equal to each other and were fed
to the MF input. For the differential mode, excitation pulses
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Fig. 2 Equivalent diagram of the MF under consideration for
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In the diagram, ЕS1 and ЕS2 are EMF sources,
RS is the value of the generator resistance, RL is the load
resistance, RM is the value of matching resistors,
А and А′ are active conductors, P and P′ are passive
conductors, MF1 is the first cascade and MF2 is the second
cascade. The length of MF1 is 11 cm and MF2 is 22 cm.
Two configurations of MF cascades were investigated.
In the first, the MF cascades are placed one after another
(horizontal configuration); the equivalent diagram of the MF
in general form is shown in Fig. 2a, MF1 and MF2 have
the cross section shown in Fig. 3a. In the second, the cascades
are placed one above another (vertical configuration),
and the MF consists of a four-conductor (Fig. 3a) structure
connected to an eight-conductor (Fig. 3b) structure, as shown
in Fig. 2b.
The cross sections of the structures shown in Fig. 3 have
the following designations: w is the width of the active
and passive conductors, w1 is the width of the reference
w

εr1

conductor, s is the distance between the conductors,
t is the thickness of the conductors, h1 is the distance from the
MF to the shield, h2 is the thickness of the dielectric substrate,
h3 is the distance between the MFs, εr1 is the relative
dielectric permittivity of the air, εr2 is the relative dielectric
permittivity of the substrate.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The voltage waveforms at the MF output under
the influence of ESD are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum
voltage amplitude at the MF input was 565 V for both modes.
The ESD waveform contains the first spike with a 0.5 level
duration of 1.9 ns. Fig. 4 shows that only the first spike
is attenuated when the MF is exposed to ESD. Fig. 4a shows
that at ESD excitation in the differential mode the maximum
voltage at the MF output was 331 V for the horizontal
and 322 V for the vertical configuration of the MF cascades.
We can see that the voltage of the first spike is smaller
and equals 311 V and 285 V, respectively. From Fig. 4b it can
be seen that the maximum voltage at the MF output was 331 V
for the horizontal and 322 V for the vertical configuration
of the MF cascades in the common mode. The voltage of the
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Fig. 4 Voltage waveforms at the MF output under the ESD

(b)
Fig. 3 Cross–sections of a four-conductor (a) and an eight-

excitation in differential (a) and common (b) modes, for
horizontal (- - -) and vertical (–––) configurations.

conductor structures (b), where: A is the active;
P is the passive; R is the reference conductors.
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by the fourth pulse and with a vertical placement of cascades –
by the third pulse.
Table 1 shows the delays of four pulses that have
a maximum amplitude. Thus, in the vertical configuration,
the decomposition pulses come later in the differential
and the common modes than in the horizontal configuration.

first spike was 307 V and 280 V, respectively. We can see that
the first spike is significantly attenuated, but it does not
determine the maximum amplitude at the MF output. Thus, the
attenuation coefficients were 1.51 for the horizontal and 1.55
times for the vertical position of the cascades in both modes.
The voltage waveforms at the MF output under the USP
excitation are shown in Fig. 5. The amplitude at the MF input
was 500 mV for both modes. Fig. 4a shows that the maximum
amplitude of the decomposition pulses at the MF output
was 73 mV for the horizontal and 72 mV for the vertical
configurations of the MF cascades when exposed to the USP
in the differential mode. This corresponds to the attenuation
coefficients of 6.84 and 6.94 times, respectively. Fig. 4b shows
that the maximum amplitude of decomposition pulses at the
MF output was 68 mV for the horizontal and 66 mV for
the vertical configurations of the MF cascades in the common
mode. Thus, the attenuation coefficients were 7.35 and 7.57
times, respectively. In addition Fig. 5 shows that
the configuration with vertically placed cascades is
characterized by the crosstalk in common and differential
modes. In the MF with a horizontal placement of cascades,
the maximum amplitude at the MF output is determined

TABLE I.

PULSE DELAY TIME AT THE FILTER OUTPUT

Mode
Horizontal
DM
Vertical
Horizontal
CM
Vertical

t1, ns

t2, ns

t3, ns

t4, ns

1.34
1.73
1.3
1.78

1.64
2.03
1.6
2.08

1.94
2.61
1.9
2.66

2.22
2.93
2.2
2.96

With the horizontal configuration the decomposition pulses
have approximately equal spacing between each other. With
the vertical configuration, the delay between the 2nd and 3rd
pulses is significantly increased. In the horizontal arrangement
of the cascades, the time intervals between all pulses
in the common mode are 0.3 ns. In the differential mode, these
values between pulses are also 0.3, except for the value of the
interval between pulses with delays t3 and t4 where
it is 0.28 ns. When the cascades are arranged vertically,
the time intervals between pulses with delays t1 and t2 in both
modes are 0.3 ns; between t2-t3 in both modes they
are 0.58 ns; between t3-t4 in the differential mode the interval
is 0.32 ns and the common mode it was 0.3 ns. The change
in the time intervals when the cascades are placed vertically
is caused by the change in the electromagnetic coupling
between the conductors.
To conclude the section, it should be noted that in spite
of a low attenuation of ESD, the MF suppresses the influence
of the first ESD spike. Thus, the maximum amplitude
at the MF output is determined by the second, longest ESD
pulse, which has a smaller amplitude than the first spike.
When the MF is excited by a USP and ESD in differential
and common modes, the maximum value of the interference
signal amplitude at the MF output was observed for
the horizontal configuration of the cascades. Thus, when
the USP was applied to the MF with the horizontal
arrangement of the cascades, the maximum amplitude
at the MF output was 73 mV in the differential and 68 mV
in the common mode. When ESD was applied to the MF with
horizontal cascades, the maximum amplitude at the MF output
was 331 V in both modes.

(a)

V. MF WEIGHT CALCULATIONS
The MF can be installed in any shielding housing at the
user's discretion, so the calculation of the MF weight is made
without taking into account the weight of the shield.
Our calculations of the MF weight were based on the values
of the density of the materials used, cross-section parameters
and the length of the MF structure. Using the geometric
parameters of the MF, we calculated the space of the used
material, then got its density from the database, and calculated

(b)
Fig. 5 Voltage waveforms at the MF output under the USP

excitation in differential (a) and common (b) modes, for
horizontal (- - -) and vertical (–––) configurations.
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the weight of the MF as shown in:
mи  4twlpм  2tw1lpм  2hlpFR4 (2w  s  w1 )
(1)
where pc and pFR4 are the densities of copper and FR4 glass
fiber board, respectively. The density of copper was assumed
to be pм = 8,92 g/cm3, and for pFR4, ranging from 1.6 g/cm3
to 1.9 g/cm3, the average value was used. Оther designations
were given in Section III. The weight of the MF without
the shielding housing was 7.23 g for a total length of 33 cm,
both for horizontal and vertical cascade configurations.
The MF dimensions with the horizontal cascade configuration
were
the
following:
the
length
was 33 cm,
the width was 13.7 mm, and the height was 13 mm.
With vertical cascade configuration: the length was 22 cm,
the width was 13.7 mm, and the height was 19.42 mm
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VI. CONCLUSION
[7]

Thus, in this study we investigated the influence
of the horizontal and vertical configurations of the MF
cascades on the attenuation coefficient. The maximum values
of interference signals at the MF output under the excitation
of a USP and ESD in the differential and common modes were
determined. The USP attenuation coefficient in the differential
mode was 6.84 times for the horizontally placed cascades,
and 6.94 times for the vertical configuration. In the common
mode, the attenuation coefficient was 7.35 times for
the horizontally placed cascades, and 7.57 times for
the vertically placed cascades. For ESD, the attenuation
coefficients were 1.51 times for the horizontally
and 1.55 times for the vertically placed cascades
in the differential and common modes. It was revealed that
only the first spike of the ESD excitation is attenuated
on the MF. The weight of the MF without the shielding
housing and its dimensions was also calculated. Because
of the simple design of the MF, it could be easily implemented
as part of the typical technological process used by PCB
manufacturers. On the basis of the obtained data the prototypes
of the MF will be produced for experimental investigations.
The results of experimental studies will be presented in later
works.
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